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President’s Choice
- Lisa Hargrave

A

nd so
begins the
69th
season of the
Mt. Hood Ski Patrol.

Patrol Chief
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have the opportunity to be mentors to
these new patrollers. Be open to their
questions and try to be sure that you
are on top of the latest and greatest. Give the best information you can.

We started the season with a little
There are a few things you can
uncertainty – the November meeting was
count on:
abruptly relocated hours before the
• MHSP is the oldest and one of the
scheduled beginning, Hwy 35 was wiped out
largest ski patrols in the US.
by the White River… But through it all, the
• Every member is expected to meet
members of MHSP figure it out and pull
their membership commitment.
through.
One of the frustrations for apprentices •
and new patrollers is that different people
often give them vastly different
•
information. Such is the nature of
patrolling. What was written in stone last
week, is overridden the next.
Whether you are a rookie or a seasoned
patroller be ready for change and don’t be •
afraid to ask questions. If you are not
sure, ask. If you are sure-- but are
working with a different coach or at a
different ski area, or even at the same area
in a different week -- ask. Nike may say
•
“just do it”; but at MHSP we say “ASK”. A
good ski patroller is accepting of change
and ambiguity… conditions are subject to
•
change.
As the apprentices complete their
coach-based training they will be
receiving their crosses and coming out on
the hill as patrollers. The rest of us will
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Pre-dispatch is part of the membership commitment.
If your assigned ski area is not operating for whatever reason, you
should plan to patrol at one of the
open areas. (Contact the hill captain).
If you can’t patrol on a predispatched day, you are responsible
for finding a substitute. Pick up the
phone, sending a message to the list
serve is not enough.
If something happens on your way
to the mountain, call the hill captain
at the area or on their cell phone.
Ski patrolling is fun!
Lisa Hargrave
President
phone 541-386-6835
lisa@philhargrave.net

Membership
Commitment
Gold = 20 days total,
including 2 summer
days.
Silver = 17 days total,
including 1 summer day
Bronze = 12 days total.
Total days includes
training days and days
as an instructor or
coach.
Ski year ends on
Labor Day

Chief Notes
– Steve Eversmeyer

Associate Director
- Eric Granning

W

T

hat a
GREAT
start to our
season! I
checked the
snow phone at
Timberline. They are reporting 44
inches this morning as I write with
more falling today and through most
of the Thanksgiving weekend! Both
Summit and Skibowl open this weekend and Meadows will be accessible
and running before we know it.
Some housekeeping reminders:
If you are dispatched for a closed
area (limited visibility, lack of snow,
whatever) PLEASE check the other
areas, call the Hill Captain (HC) or
Associate Supervisor (AS) and see if
you can help there. Last year we
adjusted the dispatch patroller
numbers per area on the electronic
dispatch down from prior years, we
have not bumped them up yet. If we
start consistently filling all of the
slots we will modify the dispatch to
accommodate more patrollers.
If you suddenly find you can patrol
but it’s too late to have dispatched,
and you can’t call the HC or AS for
that day, you should:
•

Stop by Govy between 7 and 7:30
AM and go where the dispatcher
sends you.

he season is
fast
approaching with a
number of new
associate
apprentices (AAs)
planning to cover
• If we have a significant number the mountain in
of walk-ons you may be asked the coming days,
weeks, and months. In an effort to
to help at another area that
day. Please keep this in mind if train and qualify these new AA's
Bob Tise is Associate Apprentice
you have come up with family
and/or friends. We will not ask Training Director with the support
unless your help is even more im- of several seasoned associates and
supervisors as mentors.
portant elsewhere.
This year there are nearly 40
Your second module dispatch is
associate apprentices. With this
due Dec. 15. Why not do it after
many we decided to set up AA
reading this so you don’t forget!
teams of four and five people per
Car pool from Govy regardless of team with a mentor assigned to
the area or take the shuttle.
each team. This should greatly
Timberline’s shuttle is running and
improve the level of training and
when you can, use it. Families can
communication between all new AAs
ride too! This could be a great year this season. If you have any
for Glade or Alpine trail runs back to questions, comments, or concerns
Govy at the end of the day. The
please direct them to Bob Tise or
Skibowl shuttle is free to everyme. Thank you for the support to
one. The Timberline shuttle is free make this season’s AA group number
to patrollers and hosts showing their one. As Bob Tise stated in an email
membership card.
to the new AA's "before too much
Think snow and I’ll see you on the snow flies the AAs and mentors will
have a meeting to go over logistics
mountain. THANKS for fulfilling
your commitment to each other and and field any questions vary
soon." Date to be determined.
the areas!
•

If you miss the dispatcher, head
to east side Skibowl, then Summit then Timberline. Check in
with the HC or AS at each area
and proceed as instructed. They
may know what the staffing
needs at the other areas are.

Respectfully yours,
Eric Granning
Conway’s Corner
the day after
Thanksgiving

Associate Director

—Photo by
Steve Eversmeyer
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Nordic Wanderings
- Michael Curtis

O

ur place on the hill
is all around the
areas in those roads less
traveled—to some
extent. We started our
year with annual training
of two On-the-Hill
exercises and Technical
Day with a promise of
follow-up exercises in low-angle rescue.

included Laura Casey, Bonnie Lynch, John Roshell, Joel
Stevens, Matt Hickok and Donna Disch.
Finally, the wet cement of challenging Mt Hood snow
dominated our second on On-the Hill day. Let’s talk about 4
feet of the white soft stuff with big clustered flakes. A
rescue, jams and pretzel style, with a deep snow haul after
stabilizing a femur and clavicle injury included Jeff Heppler,
Eric Holmstrom, Mac Sheldon, Matt Hickok, Rod Legg, Rob
Sinnott and Donna Disch.
Check out the pictures for any untold fun.
Our first On-the-Hill began November 4 during the
hillside monsoons at Govy. We reluctantly played indoors.
A great thanks to Nordics including John Roshell, Bonnie
Lynch, Peter and Laura Casey, Joel Stevens, Dave Ewen,
Megan Helzerman, Heidi Potter and Donna Disch (that’s
really her last name and omigosh, I live in fear that
late-night brain fog may be my excuse for forgetting to
mention someone) who trudged upstairs in the Govy
building to rescue a poor soul who had a broken femur.
With the Kendrick splint we love so dearly as our
practice focus, we took turns splinting long and short
legs.

The Fall OEC class concludes with the final exam on
December 7th. We all owe a debt of gratitude to the
volunteers (instructors and patients) who made this and the
spring class happen. Some of these volunteers have shown
up for as many as 30 Thursday nights (and an all day Saturday in the snow) – that is equal to a whole additional Bronze
commitment!

Then came the TECHNICAL DAY November 18. A
humble thank you to Jeff Heppler and Dave Ewen for
their leadership in this ever-evolving class for low-angle
rescue class with minimal snow—but—no rain either. The
side hill found us practicing our basic knots, pulleys and
articulating discussions on how to anchor where there
are no trees. Pulling the sled up out of a gully also

If you are interested in becoming an OEC instructor
please contact Jodie Jeffers or Kathy Lee. (And, no, you
don’t have to teach at every single class).
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OEC Class concludes

The Spring OEC class will begin in late March or early
April. Can you block out just a few Thursday evenings to
come help train future patrollers? You don’t need to be a
certified instructor, we also need knowledgeable patients.

And, watch the January SnoJob the heroes of the OEC
classes of Spring and Fall 2006
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MHSP Membership
Numbers

A

ll the registrations are in.

We now have the final membership
count for the 2006-2007 season:
65 Hill Patrollers
41 Hill Captains
40 Associate Patrollers
18 Associate Supervisors
___
164 Total Dispatchable Patrollers
37 Hill Apprentices and Transfers
29 Associate Apprentices &
Transfers
___
66 Total Prospective Patrollers
We have 20 members who paid
dues but are not actively patrolling
for various reasons (Red Shirt
status). We also had 7 members
either retire from patrolling or
quit for various reasons including
relocating away from Mt. Hood.
To staff our areas and train our
apprentices requires approximately
2400 patroller days. If every member meets their dispatch commitment we have an “inventory” of
about 2175 patroller days, 225
short.

Recruitment
Mt. Hood Ski Patrol is looking for
good men and women.

O

ur goal is to increase and
maintain the number of dispatchable patrollers in the 220 300 range. Successful training of
this year’s apprentice class will
help, but the inevitable attrition will
bring us up a little short next year.
Wherever you are, on the mountain, at work, at the sporting goods
store, at your kids’ soccer practice…. Talk about ski patrol, wear
ski patrol hats, shirts, etc. Last
year we collected over 220 names
to yield 75 OEC class registrations.
It’s a numbers game and we need
each of you to talk to a number of
people.
Business cards will be available
at Dispatch for you to carry in your
pocket. The cards will refer potential recruits to our website. More
informative recruitment brochures
will be available in the first aid
rooms. When you meet someone on
the hill suggest that they stop by
the first aid room for a brochure.
The recruitment process starts
when the interested candidate registers with the recruitment commit-

tee by calling 866-828-9205 or
sending email to mhsp@onebox.com
or uses the online registration page
at www.mthoodskipatrol.org.
We also have “Information
Nights” in Portland where we have a
30 minute presentation followed by
the initial interview process. The
next Info Night is 6:00 pm, Wednesday, Dec 6th at Legacy Meridian Park
Hospital in the Education building
(where the OEC Refresher was held).
We will also have ski tests and
interviews scheduled for January
6/7 and March 3/4. Candidates
should report to the Government
Camp building at 8:00 prepared to
ski (and RSVP to Jaye Miller is appreciated so we have enough examiners).
One change from previous years –
we no longer offer Shadow Days to
interested candidates. With the
large number of people interested in
learning about MHSP and our limited
number of active patrollers, we simply don’t have the capacity to make
shadow days happen for everyone.
However, if you want to bring an interested friend to patrol with you,
contact the Hill Captain to make that
happen.

Please remember that the minimums commitment is just that, a
minimum. If the few superstars put
in their usual stellar performance
and the rest of us could do just one
or two days over our minimum we
will be in great shape.
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Ski Fever

General Meeting Notice

Thank you to
Ski Fever Show Volunteers

Monday, December 11, 2006

A

big thank you to the volunteers who staffed our booth
at the Ski Fever show. The show is
typically one of our biggest
outreach efforts for recruitment.

7 pm, doors open at 6:30
We will be back in our usual location
Athey Creek Middle School
2900 SW Borland Rd
West Linn, OR

Kat and Tom Moore
Kenneth Bagley
John Malowney
Corey Schneider

Speaker for
December’s General Meeting

Patrick Lacey

Hijacking:

Eryn and Brian Barker
David Lock
Andrew Degner
Matt Dindia
Cliff Leighton
Joe Sheean
Jon Horak and Carolyn
Chris Peredney
Paul Podett
Rod Hathaway
Mark Diamond
Steve Eversmeyer
Jim Trett
Lisa Hargrave
Jodie Jeffers
and an extra yeah to Mike Anderson and Eric Granning for helping
on 2 shifts.
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A Personal Encounter
from Dick Melhart
The Hijacking on Pan AM 73

D

ick Melhart went to Pakistan
to teach sports medicine and
also spent some time in Afghanistan
helping to move wounded Mujahadin
out of Afghanistan and into
Pakistan for treatment. He was on
his way home when his plane was
hijacked.
Dick regularly speaks at
conferences, to civic groups and
even special forces troops about his
experience. He has special insights
on how to survive trying ordeals
including a terrorist attack. As a
friend of one of our patrollers, he
knows about the camaraderie and

extensive training patrollers share
and the bond it builds. He will draw
similarities to getting through the
everyday crises we encounter on the
mountain.
Here are some audience comments from a recent presentation:
“Absolutely Riveting!! Found it very
emotional and moving"
"Very much enjoyed it. Effective way
of showing the victim’s side"
"Loved it—loved it—loved it"
"Having the story told by the person
involved made the lessons learned
more real"
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Know Your Ski Fitness and Nutrition

W

Meg Gadler

hen you look at a menu do you
say “okay”? When you indulge
in doughnuts do you think to yourself,
“I’ll burn it off later?” When you walk
up a flight of stairs, does it feel like
the final push to the summit of
Everest? Is your “six pack” now a keg?

If you answered “Yes”, to any of the above questions,
your nutrition and fitness has opportunity for
improvement! If you ask any of my friends they will tell
you that I LOVE chocolate and LOVE salty foods
(especially French fries dipped in a chocolate shake).
But they will also tell you I am well aware heart disease
runs in my family. I try to limit my intake of trans and
saturated fats.
For those of you who haven’t taken nutrition since
the stone ages, or have never taken a health class at all,
here is a simple breakdown of things to strive for or
stay away from.

eating choices. Strive for whole grains, veggies and
fruits. This should be the base of your diet. Remember your body needs some fat in order to run itself,
and, in moderation, almost everything is okay to eat!
When shopping at the grocery store, stay on the
outside aisles. This will ensure you only go by the
grains, fruits, vegetables, meat, and dairy.
How do I stay in Ski Shape?

Exercise: Try to do a variety of exercises throughout the week; this will help you kick up your body’s
metabolism to loose weight. Your exercise should be no
less than 30 minutes 2-3x times per week. If you ski 4
days a week good for you, but try to incorporate some
cardio into that routine!
Women especially need to concentrate on weight
bearing exercise to reduce chances of osteoporosis.
Once you hit age 30 it’s much harder to absorb calcium
into your bones.

Try these:

What to eat to stay ski fit?

Mono and Polyunsaturated fat – this is the good

stuff (think heart healthy)! Things like olive oil, canola
oil, veggies, fish, nuts, fruits and in some cases certain
soft butters. So instead of buttering your buns, use
olive oil and balsamic vinegar. Your guests will enjoy it
more, I assure you! And, this is known to reduce heart
disease, blood pressure, increase wound healing, and
brain development.

Saturated and trans fat– STAY AWAY from these
as much as you can. These fats increase your chances of
heart disease and high blood pressure. Sources include:
pretty much anything fried, or fast food. This includes
coconut and palm oils. Highly processed foods are rich
in trans and saturated fats. Think twice about some of
your favorite tasty breakfast sandwiches.
Opt out of the burger and fries by trying a garden
burger and side salad instead. Or pack your own lunch.
This will give your arteries and wallet a rest well deserved. If you’re on the go, Subway or Safeway in
Sandy, on the way to the mountain, have great healthy
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•

From a stance try jumping up onto a stair or box.
Once you have mastered that with both legs, try
one leg, then add weights in your hands.

Lunges: You should all know how to do these…..so do
‘em!
• Wall sits: Instead of just sitting against the wall,
put a medicine ball between your legs and try to
hold it there while you sit.
• Try using a physioball for your ab exercises, it gets
the job done better (like those luv handles poking
out), and it’s more fun.
**It’s very important to avoid locking joints, while exercising; it can seriously wear down the cartilage in
your joints.
•

So that’s the SUPER condensed version of nutrition
and fitness. If you have any questions please email me:
gadlerm@gmail.com
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First Aid Chief

- Jodie Jeffers
“See you on the mountain. Leaving tracks of all kind!”

COLD WEATHER - means cold fingers!!! Costco has
handwarmers again this year for 40 packets for about
$15.00. They work great with patients too. They also
have good deals on helmets. Protect your noggin so you
can enjoy the eggnoggin this year!
EQUIPMENT - Remember to check equipment to ensure you’re well supplied and have the essentials ready
to go BEFORE you need it!!! This includes O2, Sagers
and backboards to name a few.
Hot water bottles—make sure they have stoppers.
Blankets—Make sure they are stocked up in the first
aid room. Make sure to get them back from peoples
cars or bedding. It seems our pillows and blankets are
being gobbled up. More have been ordered.

OEC—The current OEC class had a great day at Summit on November 18th. We had 26 great apprentices
get a feel for how their OEC skills on snow worked!!
The experience of few backboards, bags, scooting
downhill or uphill as well as walking in ski boots- really
drove the point home they weren’t in Kansas anymore!
Thanks to a lot of help from patrollers and instructors,
these apprentices got a glimpse of all the fun to come!!
Thanks again to the instructors and helpers- Peter Ca-

sey, Mark Diamond, John Gastineau, Lisa Hargrave,
Susan Horky, Cleo Howell, Kathy Lee, Cliff Leighton,
Kat Moore, Paul Podett, James Schuler, Steve Sirkin,
Bob Tise, Jim Trett, Claudine Veran, and Charlie
Wessinger.

Good news the Black O2 Bag from last year found its
way home!!!! It is safe and sound. This First Aid Chief
can finally breathe a sigh of relief knowing no patroller
will be plastered all over the road due to a car exploding
after the O2 ignited in a fender-bender. Would it be
sad to loose a patroller because they thought the black
bag was their boot bag!!!
THANKYOU’S -We had a fantastic core group of newbies, middlebies, and oldies but goodies come up and get
the first aid supplies at Govy Bldg up and running. Fixing Johnson splints, wire splints, sled packs, labeling and
creative woodworking were just a few of the productive
activities!!! Check it out next time you’re up and see the
outcome of all the hard work! It couldn’t have been
done without them!!
You GUYS ROCK!! Ed Anderson, Mike Anderson and

Son, Raphe Berry, Peter and Laura Casey, Scott
Croucher, Mark Diamond, John Gastineau, Nick Johnson,
John Lacey, Peggy O’Leary, Tom Payne, Isabel Scholz,
James and Tony Schuler, Joseph Sheean, Jennifer
Vomaske.

CONGRATULATIONS – To Mark Diamond and Cleo
Howell who had their OEC Instructor paperwork
finalized by MHSP and forwarded to NSP!! Your hard
work and diligence week after week is sure appreciated
and noticed by the OEC classes and me!
We still need help - Your MHSP First Aid Chief want
YOU to volunteer to:
1-Hospital gear pickups;
2-O2 at Govy bldg checks;
3-Help at the OEC Class finals (12/7) to name the most
pressing things.
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Important Dates
•

December 2, 3—First Responder
Training

•

December 2006
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

December 5—Oregon Nordic Club
Ski Fair, Multnomah Arts Center

•

tact Kathy Lee leek@ohsu.edu.
December 6—Information night
6:00 pm, at Legacy Meridian Park
Hospital in the Education building
(where the OEC Refresher was
held).

•

3 FRT

4

5 Oregon
Nordic Club
Ski Fair

1

2 FRT

6Senior EMM 7OEC Course 8
Info Night

10Senior S 11General 12

13Council

17 Hanukka 18 Hanukka 19Hanukka

20Hanukka

& T Calibration

Meeting

Meeting

December 7 —OEC Fall Course Meridian Park Hospital, Community
Education Building

•

Sat

December 6—7PM Senior Emergency Management, In Town Con-

•

Fri

December 9, 10 — 7:20 AM—4PM,
Division Senior Sled & Toboggan,
Contact Brian Merryman
(bmerryman@msn.com) for S&T
Instructors

•

December 11—7 PM General Meeting - Athey Creek Middle School,
2900 SW Borland Rd, West Linn,
OR

•

December 13—Mount Hood Ski

24Christmas 25Christmas 26Kwanza 27
Eve

begins

14

15

9Senior S & T
Calibration

16Tent sled
coach/eval
clinic /Hanukka

21Deadline 22First Day of 23Hanukka
for SnoJob

Hanukka

Winter/ Hanukka

28

29

30

31New
Years Eve

http://www.mthoodskipatrol.org/members/snojobs.cfm

Patrol Executive Council 6:45—10
PM, Portland Fire Station #12,
8645 NE Sandy Blvd. Portland, OR

SEND! Stories, pictures &
those wonderful words-ofwisdom for the SnoJob to
MHSPSecretary@gmail.com
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—Photo by Jodie Jeffers
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Important Dates
•

January 8—7 PM General Meeting Athey Creek Middle School, 2900
SW Borland Rd, West Linn, OR

•

January 2007
Sun

Mon

January 10—Mount Hood Ski Patrol Executive Council 6:45—10

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1New Years 2

3

4

5

6

8 General

9

10 Council 11

12

13 Senior

16

17

18 Deadline 19

20Senior

25

27

Day

PM, Portland Fire Station #12,
8645 NE Sandy Blvd. Portland, OR

•

January 13,14—Senior and

7

Meeting

Meeting

Women’s S&T contact Jeffrey
Weitz, 503-525-1925,
jweitz@northrimcommercial.com

•

January 13,14—Nordic skills at
Hoodoo—see page 8 of October
Nor’wester: http://www.nsp-

14 Women’s 15Martin
S&T/Basic
Nordic Skills—
Hoodoo

Luther King Day

21

22

23

24

28

29

30 MHSP

31

for SnoJob

26

pnwd.org/norwester/
Oct_2006.pdf

•

January 20 : Women’s S & T Snoqualmie—check with Eryn Barker

•

January 20-21: Senior EMM@ Hoo

work, (503) 654-7494 home,
leek@ohsu.edu.

•

January 21—Senior S&T—contact
Jeffrey Weitz, 503-525-1925,
jweitz@northrimcommercial.com

•

January 27 - Women’s S & T
McCall—check with Eryn Barker

•

January 30: MHSP Alumni
Lunch—East Moreland Golf
Course

EMM/
Women’s S&T
Snoqualmie

Women’s S&T
McCall

http://www.mthoodskipatrol.org/members/snojobs.cfm

doo—contact Kathy Lee:
leek@ohsu.edu, (503) 494-2630

Alumni Lunch

S&T/Basic
Nordic Skills—
Hoodoo

Look at the on-line MHSP Calendar

T

he official MHSP event
calendar is available on-line
through Google.

Administration access is
restricted to the training director
and secretary. If you have an
event to be added please send it to
Links are available from the
mhsp@onebox.com or telephone
MHSP Dispatch website through
www.mthoodskipatrol.org —OR— if 866-828-9205 or contact John
Gastineau or Donna Disch directly.
you have your own Google account
access the calendar directly from
your web browser by typing
calendar.google.com. The name of
the calendar is “Mt Hood Ski Patrol
– Oregon”. It is a public calendar
so anyone may view it.

SEND! Stories, pictures &
those wonderful words-ofwisdom for the SnoJob to
MHSPSecretary@gmail.com
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Mailing Address Line 5
Mailing Address Line 4
Mailing Address Line 3
Mailing Address Line 2
Mailing Address Line 1
http://www.mthoodskipatrol.org/members/snojobs.cfm

P.O. Box 4384
Portland, OR 97208
Mount Hood Ski Patrol
READ THIS NEWSLETTER ONLINE!
MHSP
Executive Council
President – Lisa Hargrave
Vice President – Joel Stevens
Secretary – Donna Disch
Treasurer – Kat Moore
Patrol Chief – Steve Eversmeyer
First Aid Chief – Jodie Jeffers
Assoc. Director – Eric Granning
Nordic Director – Michael Curtis
Senior Trustee – Mike Allen
Middle Trustee – Mac Sheldon
Junior Trustee – Matt Hickok

Make sure to visit Mount Hood Ski Patrol Website
www.mthoodskipatrol.org

